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ABSTRACT
Networks of sensors are used in many different fields, from
industrial applications to surveillance applications. A com-
mon feature of these applications is the necessity of a mon-
itoring infrastructure that analyzes a large number of data
streams and outputs values that satisfy certain constraints.

In this paper, we present a query processor for monitoring
queries in a network of sensors with prediction functions.
Sensors communicate their values according to a threshold
policy, and the proposed query processor leverages predic-
tion functions to compare tuples efficiently and to generate
answers even in the absence of new incoming tuples. Two
types of constraints are managed by the query processor:
window-join constraints and value constraints. Uncertainty
issues are considered to assign probabilistic values to the
results returned to the user. Moreover, we have developed
an appropriate buffer management strategy, that takes into
account the contributions of the prediction functions con-
tained in the tuples. We also present some experimental
results that show the benefits of the proposal.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a great interest in techniques for monitor-
ing networks of sensors in a variety of contexts (e.g., fleet
tracking, monitoring the levels of certain gases in a chem-
ical environment, etc.). The common feature of monitor-
ing applications for networks of sensors is the need of han-
dling a continuous supply of data streams. For this pur-
pose, many works propose the use of a Data Stream Manage-
ment System (DSMS) [3], in a monitoring computer, which
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implements suitable non-blocking techniques to process un-
bounded amounts of data.

In this context, sensors send their data as continuous and in-
dependent streams of data. As the values they measure can
change very frequently (e.g., a GPS receiver in a car mea-
sures its location, that is changing constantly), this could
imply many communications of data from each sensor. On
the one hand, this implies that the DSMS has to process a
large amount of incoming tuples. On the other hand, there is
a great usage of the network, which is specially important in
wireless environments where communications are expensive
and quickly drain the energy of wireless devices [22].

However, in many situations, a sensor can predict the val-
ues that it will measure in the near future. For example,
a location sensor (e.g., a GPS receiver) in a car could pre-
dict future locations by considering the current speed and
route. Similarly, the temperature in a room will probably
evolve during the day following some predictable patterns.
Taking into account this situation, this work proposes to as-
sociate each sensor value with a prediction function in a way
that the sensor will update its value on the monitoring com-
puter only when it differs significantly from the predicted
value. This strategy reduces both the communication and
the query processing efforts. Due to the use of prediction
functions together with an update policy where only signif-
icant values are transmitted, a pair of sensors could start
satisfying a required constraint even when no new tuple is
received from any of the sensors. The use of prediction func-
tions requires the definition of a suitable query processor
able to handle them efficiently and effectively. The main
contributions of our work are:

• A query processor is defined, that processes queries on
data streams with prediction functions.

• Two types of constraints are considered: value con-
straints and window-join constraints. In particular,
window-join constraints have not been studied in other
works.
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• Uncertainty issues are considered and managed by the
query processor.

• An appropriate buffer management is performed to
deal with storage limitations.

• An experimental study shows the interest of the pro-
posal in a variety of conditions.

The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the use of prediction functions and the format of tuples con-
sidered. In Section 3, we explain the types of constraints pro-
cessed by the proposed query processor: value constraints
and window-join constraints. In Section 4, we detail the
main components of the query processor. In Section 5, we
explain how the uncertainty in the values measured by the
sensors is managed. We present an experimental evaluation
showing the feasibility and performance of the query proces-
sor in Section 6. The paper finishes with some related works
in Section 7 and conclusions and future work in Section 8.

2. SENSORS AND PREDICTIONS
This paper argues that predictions can be reasonably used
in a variety of contexts. For example, a GPS in a car could
send not only the current location of the car but also its
vector of movement or expected trajectory [35]. Similarly,
the values measured by a temperature sensor indoors are not
expected to change in normal conditions. The level of fuel
or the distance traveled by a vehicle, the temperature of an
area, the altitude of an airplane, the intensity detected by a
light sensor during the day, the number of persons entering a
mall over a certain period, etc., are examples of values that
can be estimated with a prediction function (which can be
built using different techniques [15,27]).

Thus, in our proposal, every value measured by a sensor is
attached to a prediction function that will be used to pre-
dict future values of that sensor. In this way, the sensor
will only send significant values (e.g., values that differ from
the predicted value by more than a certain threshold) to the
monitoring computer instead of sending them continually,
saving a great amount of wireless communication efforts at
the sensors. This is very important, as wireless communica-
tions are expensive and drain quickly the energy of wireless
devices [22]. A reduction in the number of communicated
values also leads to a decrease in the processing overhead at
the monitoring computer, increasing the scalability of the
query processing.

Data streams from sensors are composed of update-tuples:
tpj=<si, typei, tsj, fj(t)>, where si is the identifier of a
sensor (assumed unique, as in many other works on query
processing in sensor networks, such as [5, 12, 13, 26]), typei

is the type of value it measures, tsj is the (implicit or ex-
plicit [33]) timestamp of the update, and fj(t) is a predic-
tion function that, given a certain time instant t, retrieves
the expected sensor value at that time. The value of the
sensor at the update time is given by fj(tsj). It should be
noted that sometimes several prediction functions can be in-
cluded in the same tuple (e.g., in the experiments presented
in Section 6, the sensors measure two-dimensional values,
corresponding to the horizontal and vertical coordinates of
moving objects). As an example, <locCar20, location, 10,

{15 + 4.5t, 3t}> is a tuple sent by a location sensor (identi-
fied by locCar20) in car20, moving with a horizontal speed
of 4.5 m/s and a vertical speed of 3 m/s, whose location
a t = 10 is (60, 30). This function can be maintained by
some dead-reckoning method [34]: each vehicle sends its lo-
cation and current speed to the monitoring computer, and
the speed and current location are sent again when the devi-
ation between the actual location and the location estimated
using the predicted function exceeds a threshold.

For simplicity, we consider that the sensors can estimate fu-
ture values based on past measurements. So, a sensor can
obtain and communicate a prediction function to the mon-
itoring computer. Although there may be some processing
cost associated to the estimation of prediction functions, its
use will save communications by the sensors, which is a key
element to reduce energy consumption. Moreover, the pro-
posed query processor does not contradict proposals where
a prediction model is computed and assigned to the sensors
by a third party, such as [14]. Indeed, this is required when
the prediction model is based on data not available at the
sensor (e.g., based on values measured by sensors nearby).

In order to predict the value of a sensor at a given time
instant, the last prediction function received from the sen-
sor before that time instant must be applied. In other
words, the prediction function of a tuple tpk is applicable
during the time interval between the timestamp of that tu-
ple and that of the next tuple from the same sensor, which
is called the Interval of Applicability of the Prediction Func-
tion: IAPFtpk

=[IAPFtpk
.start, IAPFtpk

.end).

Sensors can follow a number of update policies [34] in order
to decide when a value is significant and should be commu-
nicated to the monitoring computer. We advocate a thresh-
old policy with a maximum period between updates. With
this policy, every sensor commits to communicate an update
whenever: 1) the difference between its current value and the
value estimated using the last prediction function exceeds a
certain threshold (correction update), or 2) the time elapsed
since the last update has exceeded a certain period T (heart-
beat update). For example, a temperature sensor could com-
municate its current value whenever the difference between
the predicted value at a given time instant and its real value
exceeds two Celsius degrees with at least one update every
three minutes. The update period T indicates the maximum
amount of time during which a prediction function can be
applied. Outside that period, the prediction function is not
reliable and it can be assumed that the sensor is unable to
communicate new updates (e.g., it is not alive). Appropriate
threshold values can be specified depending on the Quality
of Service (QoS) requirements. Moreover, the threshold up-
date policy could also be adaptive, i.e., a sensor could dy-
namically adjust its threshold as a result of an assessment of
the tradeoff between the communication cost and the cost of
the imprecision of predictions [35] (in this case, the format
of tuples should be extended with the value of the threshold
considered by the sensor at the timestamp of the tuple).

3. TYPES OF CONSTRAINTS
Two types of query constraints, which may appear simul-
taneously in a query, are considered by the proposed query
processor: value constraints and window-join constraints.
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Constraints such as “the selected temperature sensors must
measure a temperature under 50F degrees” are called value
constraints and are represented by vConstr(type, comp, K),
where type is a type of sensor value, comp is a compara-
tor among ≤, <, >, ≥, <>, and =, and K is a constant.
The sample constraint above would be expressed as vCon-
str(temperature, <, 50F).

Window-join constraints such as “the selected pairs of gas
sensors must measure a similar concentration of carbon diox-
ide within an interval of 10 seconds” are more complex and
are represented by wJConstr(type1, type2, w, comp, K),
where type1 and type2 are two types of sensor values, w
is called the valid-time window and specifies the maximum
time difference allowed between two values to be joined,
and the rest of parameters are as explained for value con-
straints. The sample constraint above would be expressed,
using this syntax, as wJConstr(CO2, CO2, 10 seconds, >,
1%), considering similar values those that differ less than
1%. The relative-timestamp condition allows comparisons
between values as long as they refer to approximately the
same time instant. Valid-time windows are useful: 1) in
cases where timestamps are uncertain (such as when the
sensors’ clocks are not precisely synchronized), and 2) also
in some specific queries (e.g., retrieving pairs of buses that
arrive at the same stop within 30 minutes of each other).
Other scenarios where window-join constraints can be use-
ful include: in network data processing to detect accesses
from the same IP at approximately the same time (it may
indicate a DOS attack) or other traffic patterns that oc-
cur simultaneously, in financial applications to find trends
when comparing stock quotes, to compare segments of tra-
jectories of objects which move unsynchronizely, to monitor
credit card transactions, etc.

4. QUERY PROCESSOR MODULES
In this section, we describe the components of the proposed
query processor (shown in Figure 1): the Tuple Evaluator,
the Buffer Manager, and the Prediction Validator. At the
end of the section, we also explain how they interact.

4.1 Tuple Evaluator
As opposed to what happens in traditional databases, que-
ries must be evaluated in an incremental way in order to cope
with a high arrival rate of data sent by an arbitrarily high
number of sensor devices. Thus, whenever a new tuple is re-
ceived by the Tuple Evaluator, it must verify how that tuple
affects the active queries (i.e., the continuous queries in ex-
ecution). For queries that consist only of a value constraint,
the new tuple is considered alone. For queries that involve
a window-join constraint, the new tuple is compared with
previous tuples corresponding to the other type of values
involved in the window-join constraint (potential matches).
This incremental approach will detect all the answers to the
constraint, as it is event-driven instead of being based on
periodic evaluations at specific times.

The comparison of tuples for window-join constraints is per-
formed in two stages: a filter step and an evaluation step. In
the filter step, possible matches are filtered out based on the
idea that two predicted values cannot match if they are not
comparable due to the difference in their timestamps. For
those pairs of tuples that are not filtered out, the window-
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Figure 1: Modules of the query processor

join constraint must be evaluated over them to determine
when they will match (if ever). In the evaluation step, linear
prediction functions are considered1, so that the problem of
processing window-join constraints translates to comparing
prediction functions by solving a system of linear inequal-
ities, which can be performed efficiently. The correspond-
ing system of linear inequalities for window-join constraints
and a couple of prediction functions fk(tk) = a · tk + b and
fl(tl) = c · tl + d is shown in Figure 2, where T is the period
of the threshold update policy (see Section 2). A graphi-
cal resolution of the system of linear inequalities is possible,
by representing each constraint with a line, as shown in the
example of Figure 3. As a result of the comparison of two
tuples, predicted tuples that will satisfy the constraint are
generated. The cost of processing an incoming tuple for a
window-join constraint obviously depends on the number of
tuples stored for the other sensor class involved in the join
and, especially, on the number of potential matches that
pass the filter step; for each non-filtered potential match, a
system of linear inequalities like the one shown in Figure 2
must be solved. For more details about this process, the
interested reader is referred to [18,19].

For each active query, the Tuple Evaluator generates an out-
put data stream of tuples that are predicted to satisfy the
required constraints in the future. The format of these out-
put tuples, which is explained in the following, depends on
whether the query includes a window-join constraint or not.

1Many well-known estimation techniques, such as the lin-
ear extrapolation, the double exponential smoothing, or the
Kalman filter, are linear models. Moreover, non-linear func-
tions can be linearized in many cases [23].
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fk(tk) − fl(tl) ≤ K → a · tk − c · tl + b − d ≤ K (1)
fl(tl) − fk(tk) ≤ K → c · tl − a · tk + d − b ≤ K (2)
tk − tl ≤ w (3)
tl − tk ≤ w (4)
tk ≥ IAPFtpk

.start (5)
tk ≤ MIN(IAPFtpk

.end, IAPFtpk
.start + T ) (6)

tl ≥ IAPFtpl
.start (7)

tl ≤ MIN(IAPFtpl
.end, IAPFtpl

.start + T ) (8)

Figure 2: Linear inequalities for window-joins
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For queries that include a constraint about pairs of sen-
sors, the format of an output predicted tuple is: <tpi, tpj ,
VM=(I,P)>, where tpi and tpj are the input tuples that
have been joined and V M is the validity mark of the output
predicted tuple. The validity mark indicates under which
conditions the predicted tuple applies; that is, when the pre-
diction functions of tpi and tpj can be used to estimate the
values of the corresponding sensors, values that will satisfy
the constraint. The validity mark can be seen as a general-
ization of the idea of validity period presented in [32], and
it has two components:

• A validity interval I. It is the time interval during
which the values of the sensors match, according to the
specified constraint and the given prediction functions.

• A timestamp-matching boundary P . It is a polygon
that constraints the admissible combinations of times
ti and tj for a match (as shown in Figure 3), where ti

is a time instant for the evaluation of the prediction
function fi(t) in tpi, and tj is an evaluation time in-
stant for fj(t) in tpj . This can be used, for example, to
find examples of values that match. More importantly,
it is used to validate predicted tuples (see Section 4.3).

If the query consists only of a value constraint, the format of
predicted tuples is: <tpi, VM=I>, where the validity mark
is given just by the validity interval I. For example, a tuple
<s1, type1, t1, 3t+2, [5,15]> indicates that the sensor s1 sat-

isfies the constraint during the interval [5,15] by considering
the prediction function 3t + 2 (with timestamp t1).

4.2 Buffer Manager
The Tuple Evaluator communicates the tuples it receives to
a module that is called the Buffer Manager. The Buffer
Manager decides which input tuples will be stored (because
they can be needed to answer monitoring queries) and which
ones will be discarded. In this way, when the Tuple Evalua-
tor receives a new tuple tpi from a sensor si of value type Si,
it asks the Buffer Manager about tuples tpk of other types of
values involved in window-join constraints with Si, in order
to find possible matches. In the following, we first explain
the basic mechanism to decide whether it is interesting to
store a tuple or not. Then, we explain the policy applied
when there is insufficient storage space for all the tuples.

4.2.1 Temporal Width of a Buffer
The tuples that should be stored in the buffers are deter-
mined by the constraints of the active queries. As different
types of values are subjected to different query constraints, a
different buffer is used for each type of value. In the buffer of
a certain type of value, only tuples with IAPFs intersecting
with a given time interval need to be stored. Thus, storing
more tuples would imply both a waste of storage space and
a higher join processing cost. The temporal width of the
buffer for the type of value S is given by:

tWidth(S) =



MAX(w) + maxDelay if window-join(S)
maxDelay otherwise

where window-join(S) returns true iff S is involved in a
window-join constraint, MAX(w) is the maximum w in
these constraints, and maxDelay is an estimation of the
maximum delay of input tuples (i.e., a tuple with timestamp
t can arrive in the query processor as late as t+maxDelay).
A tuple tpk for the type of value S must be kept in the buffer
only if:

([currentT ime−tWidth(S), currentT ime]
T

IAPFtpk
) 6= ∅

since, as mentioned in Section 2, a tuple is not only appli-
cable at its timestamp but at any time instant within its
IAPF .

The Buffer Manager will periodically shift the windows of
tuples stored in its buffers (removing the unneeded tuples
according to the previous considerations) in a process called
purging. It must also manage problems derived from the
lack of space to store new tuples. If there is not enough
space to store an incoming tuple, purging is automatically
activated. If purging does not solve the problem, the relative
importance of the prediction functions of the different tuples
is considered by following an appropriate replacement policy.
This issue is explained in more detail in the following.

4.2.2 Dealing with Limited Storage
In a real environment, there will probably be a certain lim-
ited amount of space available for tuples in the buffers. As
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the rate of arrival of new tuples is unbounded, it is possible
that some tuples that should be placed in the buffers (ac-
cording to the previous explanation) cannot be physically
stored.

To deal with this problem, we propose a method that trades
the need of additional storage space for a greater inaccuracy
(which is unavoidable because of the storage limitation that
prevents the storage of all the tuples needed). In the event
that the maximum allowed space for a buffer is reached,
the Buffer Manager decides if a new incoming tuple should
replace another tuple in the buffer or be discarded. For that
purpose, the contribution of each of the tuples stored in the
buffer, and also of the new tuple, is considered. In this
way, the tuple with the smallest contribution is discarded.
Although several methods have been proposed to deal with
storage limitations in the context of data streams [3] (e.g.,
random sampling, histograms and wavelets), none of them
considers the peculiarities of data streams with prediction
functions.

The proposed buffer replacement policy is based on the idea
that each tuple contributes to decrease the error of the sensor
values predicted, as it provides an updated prediction func-
tion. Thus, each tuple tpk can be associated to a value that
indicates its contribution Ctpk

. The contribution of a tu-
ple tpk from sensor si is the decrease in the error committed
when predicting values of si in the interval IAPFtpk

by using
the prediction function in tpk instead of a prediction func-
tion from a tuple with a contiguous IAPF . Thus, several
alternatives to predict values for the time interval IAPFtpk

are possible if tpk is removed (depending on whether a pre-
vious tuple tpk−1 and/or a next tuple tpk+1 from the same
sensor is available or not):

• If there is both a previous tuple tpk−1 and a next tuple
tpk+1 stored in the buffer, then there are two possibil-
ities to choose:

1. The prediction function fk−1(t) of the previous
tuple tpk−1 could be applied within IAPFtpk

. In
that case, the IAPFtpk−1 should be modified as
follows:

IAPFtpk−1=[IAPFtpk−1.start, IAPFtpk
.end)

By applying the out-of-date prediction function
fk−1(t) in tpk−1 instead of the updated prediction
function fk(t) in tpk, a certain error ek−1

k arises,
whose accumulated value can be computed as the
absolute value of the definite integral of the differ-
ence of the prediction functions within IAPFtpk

:

ek−1
k =

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

Z IAPFtpk
.end

IAPFtpk
.start

fk(t) − fk−1(t) dt

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

2. The prediction function fk+1(t) of the next tu-
ple tpk+1 could be applied within IAPFtpk

. In
that case, the IAPFtpk+1

should be modified as
follows:

IAPFtpk+1
=[IAPFtpk

.start, IAPFtpk+1
.end)

As the prediction function fk+1(t) in tpk+1 is used
to estimate values in IAPFtpk

(a past time in-
terval), instead of using the prediction function
fk(t), an error ek+1

k arises, which can be com-
puted similarly to the previous case:

ek+1
k =

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

Z IAPFtpk
.end

IAPFtpk
.start

fk(t) − fk+1(t) dt

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

• If there is a next tuple tpk+1 but not a previous tu-
ple tpk−1, then the next tuple tpk+1 could be applied
within the IAPFtpk

, as explained above.

• If there is a previous tuple tpk−1 but not a next tuple
tpk+1, then the previous tuple tpk−1 could be applied
within the IAPFtpk

, as explained above.

• Finally, if neither a previous nor a next tuple is avail-
able in the buffer, then it is not possible to predict
values within the IAPFtpk

(unless tpk is stored).

Based on the previous ideas, a priority queue is maintained
for the tuples in the buffers, where the priority of a tuple
is the inverse of its contribution. Thus, the tuple at the
head of the queue (one with the smallest contribution) is
the candidate to be removed in case of insufficient storage.
According to the definition of contribution indicated before
and the previous considerations, the contribution of a tuple
tpk is given by:

Ctpk
=

8

<

:

MIN(ek−1
k

, ek+1
k

) if (∃ tpk+1 ) ∧ (∃ tpk−1)

ek+1
k

if (∃ tpk+1) ∧ (¬∃ tpk−1)
∞ otherwise

where an infinite contribution is assigned to a tuple if it is the
only tuple stored for the corresponding sensor (intuitively,
if that tuple is removed then there is no way to predict the
value for its sensor, as no other prediction function for that
sensor is available). A tuple with an infinite contribution
can only be selected as a victim to be removed from the
buffer in case there is no other tuple with a smaller con-
tribution (the selection among several tuples with infinite
contribution is random). As shown in the previous formula,
the contribution of a tuple tpk is also set to infinite when it is
the last tuple from that sensor (i.e., ¬∃ tpk+1), even though
(as it has been indicated before) the previous tuple could
be applied within the IAPF of such a tuple. The reason is
that the tuple with the greatest timestamp from each sensor
should be kept if possible in the buffer; otherwise, the pre-
cision of future estimations will degrade. Thus, it should be
noted that if the last tuple from a sensor is removed and the
previous tuple is extended to cover its IAPF , the prediction
function of such a previous tuple will be the one considered
to compute the contribution of a new future incoming tuple
(this is not precise but there is no other choice). By as-
signing an infinite contribution to the latest tuple from each
sensor, this problem is minimized since such tuples will be
stored if possible.

As the contribution of a tuple depends on its previous and/or
next tuple, the contribution is not fixed. On the contrary,
it changes along time when new tuples are inserted or old
tuples are removed:
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• Case 1: a new tuple tpk is inserted into the buffer. In
this case, the contribution Ctpk

of the new tuple must
be computed. In case there is a previous tuple tpk−1

(from the same sensor) in the buffer, its contribution
Ctpk−1

must also be updated (since the computation
of the contribution of a tuple must consider the pre-
diction function of its next tuple –if any–, as explained
before). Finally, if there is a next tuple tpk+1 (from
the same sensor) its contribution must also be updated
(as the contribution of a tuple may be affected by the
previous tuple).

• Case 2: a tuple tpk is removed from the buffer. If
there exists a previous tuple tpk−1 but not a next tuple
tpk+1 (for the same sensor) in the buffer, then only the
previous tuple can “cover the gap” and therefore the
IAPFtpk−1

is extended by considering the IAPFtpk
.

Similarly, if there exists a next tuple tpk+1 but not a
previous tuple tpk−1 in the buffer, then the IAPFtpk+1

is extended to cover the IAPFtpk
. If there is both

a previous tuple and a next tuple in the buffer, the
one considered to be applied within the IAPFtpk

is
the one that minimizes the accumulated error caused
by the difference in the prediction functions (the ek−1

k

and ek+1
k errors). After that, the contributions of the

previous and/or the next tuple (Ctpk−1
, Ctpk+1

) must
be recomputed. It should be noted that this whole
process is only applied when a tuple is removed due to
insufficient storage space. Thus, if a tuple is removed
due to purging (i.e., because it is not needed anymore),
then only the next tuple must be checked to update its
contribution.

By recomputing the contributions as needed, the Buffer Ma-
nager keeps up-to-date the information needed to select, as a
victim to be evicted from a buffer, the tuple whose removal is
expected to have the smallest impact on the accuracy of the
query processor. The benefits of this buffer management
policy are evaluated experimentally in Section 6.3, where
other alternatives are also considered.

4.3 Prediction Validator
The Tuple Evaluator releases, for each query, predicted tu-
ples about values that will satisfy the query. The communi-
cation of another prediction function by any sensor involved
in an output predicted tuple could invalidate such predicted
tuple. Therefore, the tuples obtained by the Tuple Evalua-
tor are only tentative and will be considered validated only
when there is a guarantee that they cannot be found to be
wrong later2. A predicted tuple from the Tuple Evaluator
can be invalidated due to two reasons: 1) if it will not be
valid until a future time instant (according to the validity
interval of the predicted tuple), then an updated prediction
function from any sensor involved will invalidate the previ-
ous prediction function and, therefore, the predicted tuple;
and 2) if a tuple that arrives late (i.e., it arrives “now” but
it refers to a past time instant) invalidates the prediction.

A module called Prediction Validator can be plugged be-
tween the output of the Tuple Evaluator and the input of a
2Similar to the potential answers proposed in [25], which
“may turn into current answers and be reported to the
users”.

client, with the goal of releasing only tuples that are guar-
anteed to be valid3. Prediction functions in a predicted tu-
ple allow to get predicted values that satisfy the query con-
straints during the validity interval of the tuple. Assuming
that tuples are not received by the Tuple Evaluator later
than maxDelay time units since they were released by sen-
sors, a predicted value is considered committed/validated
maxDelay time units after the timestamp of the prediction
function that estimated it. Thus, the Prediction Validator
checks the tuples it stores with a certain validation period
(e.g., every second) to release valid tuples that can be in-
ferred from them.

4.3.1 Validating Value Constraints
For predicted tuples with only one sensor identifier (i.e., cor-
responding to queries with a single value constraint), the
validity mark of the predicted tuple is just appropriately
modified. As an example, for a predicted tuple <s1, type1,
ts, 3t + 2, [5, 20]>, maxDelay=5, and the current time in-
stant equals 15 time units, the tuple that would be released
in the output data stream is <s1, type1, ts, 3t + 2, [5, 10]>.
If the validation period is 1 time unit, then the next tuple
would be <s1, type1, ts, 3t + 2, [5, 11]> at time instant 16.
If it is 2 time units, then it would be <s1, type1, ts, 3t + 2,
[5, 12]> at time instant 17. A new tuple from sensor s1 could
invalidate the predicted tuple at any time before t = 20 and
stop the process.

4.3.2 Validating Window-Join Constraints
Predicted tuples corresponding to queries with a window-
join constraint (i.e., tentative tuples with two sensor iden-
tifiers) are a little bit more difficult. Thus, the timestamp-
matching boundary, which contains points (ti,tj) indicating
the valid combinations of the timestamps for the sensors
matched (as explained in Section 4.1), must be analyzed.
In particular, the Prediction Validator must check if the
square with vertices (t′ − w, t′ − w), (t′ − w, t′), (t′, t′ − w),
(t′, t′), where t′ is the considered time instant (the current
time instant minus maxDelay, since the Prediction Valida-
tor releases at time t + maxDelay a tuple predicted valid
at time t) and w is the valid-time window, intersects the
timestamp-matching boundary. If there is an intersection,
then one sensor at t′ matches the value of the other sensor
at a time instant t′′, with t′ − w ≤ t′′ ≤ t′. Notice that it
is not enough to check whether t′ is within the timestamp-
matching boundary, since the value at t′ may match only
with values of the other sensor at future time instants (there-
fore, not validated yet). In case of match, the output tuple
is released with a validity interval (and timestamp-matching
boundary) limited to that considered time instant t′.

As an example, tuples tp1=<s1, type1, ts, t> and tp2=<s2,
type2, ts′, 2t− 3> match according to the window-join con-
straint wJConstr(type1, type2, 4, ≤, 1) at t = 0; however,
the value that matches for tuple tp2 is one second into the
future; if that match is released at t = 0, a new predic-
tion function from sensor s1, that invalidates it, could be
received in the meanwhile. So, checking the validity interval
of a predicted tuple is not enough: the timestamp-matching

3In some contexts, releasing predicted (non-validated) re-
sults could be interesting. Therefore, the Prediction Valida-
tor can be turned off.
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boundary must be checked too, as we have explained.

4.4 Interactions between Modules
When the Tuple Evaluator receives a new tuple tp1 from
sensor s1, of a type of value S1, it first communicates it to
the Buffer Manager, which computes the IAPFtp1

for that
tuple and updates the IAPF of the previous tuple from the
same sensor. For each active query with constraints about
type S1, the Tuple Evaluator generates an invalidation tu-
ple for sensor s1 and the time interval IAPFtp1

, indicating
that previous prediction functions for that sensor are not
applicable anymore in that interval. It also generates new
predicted tuples (if any), as explained in Section 4.1. A
query could include several window-join constraints; for ex-
ample, three sensor streams A, B, and C, related with two
window-join constraints A-B and B-C can be processed by
considering separately the joins A-B and B-C and then inte-
grating the results. Possible optimizations for queries with
multiple joins are left as future work.

The tuples generated by the Tuple Evaluator are received by
the Prediction Validator. If the tuple received is an invali-
dation tuple for a sensor, then the Prediction Validator will
update the validity mark (validity interval and timestamp-
matching boundary) of predicted tuples involving that sen-
sor, in order not to include the invalidation interval for that
sensor (this could even invalidate the whole predicted tuple).
If the tuple received is a predicted tuple, then the Predic-
tion Validator will store it in the table of tentative tuples
and release it as required (see Section 4.3). It should be
noted that the Tuple Evaluator could release either just an
invalidation tuple or also predicted tuples. The Prediction
Validator also validates the tentative tuples according to the
required validation period (as explained in Section 4.3).

5. MANAGING UNCERTAINTY
The evaluation step as it is presented in Section 4.1 assumes
that there is no uncertainty in the predicted values. How-
ever, the values predicted using the prediction functions of
tuples are subject to a certain uncertainty, given by the
threshold update policy (see Section 2). This implies that if
the value obtained using the prediction function is x and the
threshold used for updates is δ, then the real value can be
any value in the interval [x−δ, x+δ]. In Figure 4, an example
of how the uncertainty determines the possible real values
corresponding to a certain predicted value is shown. Con-
sidering the time interval between seconds three and four,
it can be seen that the value of fk(t) will be in the range
[3.2, 7] while fl(t) will be in the range [4.2, 7]. However, with
no uncertainty the ranges would be [4.4, 5.4] and [5, 5.4] re-
spectively.

The proposed query processor supports uncertainty man-
agement. On the one hand, queries can be processed with
different semantics to take uncertainty into account. On the
other hand, a tuple in an answer can be tagged with the
probability that the tuple satisfies the query constraints, ac-
cording to the existing uncertainty. Moreover, the minimum
probability required for a tuple to be shown in the answer
can be also specified as a query condition. Although some
works, such as [9], have studied probabilistic queries, we
study uncertainty issues in the context of data streams with
prediction functions and focusing on the new window-join
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Figure 4: Uncertainty in the prediction functions

constraints. In the following, we explain how the uncer-
tainty is managed by the query processor.

5.1 Query Semantics for Uncertainty
To take uncertainty into consideration, two different seman-
tics are defined –may and must– for satisfaction of a query.
For a given constraint, any of these two semantics could be
required. Such semantics were first proposed in [31] in the
context of moving objects and were also used in [34]. This
semantic distinction can be of great interest in sensor net-
works. For example, we could need to know if the temper-
ature increases above a certain level with logging purposes
(must) or to detect the possibility of values of a dangerous
chemical substance above a certain level (may).

In the following, we formally define the semantics of may and
must satisfaction for window-join queries, and we show how
the evaluation step (given in Section 4.1) can be modified to
process the queries according to these two different seman-
tics. The queries given by value constraints can be handled
similarly under the two uncertainty semantics. Now, con-
sider the following window-join constraint on two different
sensors s1, s2: |v1 − v2| ≤ K and |t1 − t2| ≤ w, where v1, v2

are the values of sensors s1 and s2 at times t1 and t2 respec-
tively. Let [l1, u1] and [l2, u2] be the uncertainty intervals
for the values of sensors v1 and v2 respectively (l1 and l2
are the lower uncertainty bounds and u1 and u2 are the up-
per uncertainty bounds). The values of sensor s1 at time t1
and the value of sensor s2 at time t2 may satisfy the above
window-join constraint if |t1 − t2| ≤ w and ∃x ∈ [l1, u1] and
∃y ∈ [l2, u2] such that |x−y| ≤ K. Note that this condition
is equivalent to requiring a non-empty intersection between
the intervals [l1 − K, u1 + K] and [l2, u2]. The following
lemma is easily seen from this observation.

Lemma 1: Assume that the uncertainty intervals for the
values v1 and v2 of the sensors s1 and s2 at times t1 and
t2 are given by [l1, u1] and [l2, u2], respectively. Then, they
may satisfy the window-join constraint |v1 − v2| ≤ K and
|t1−t2| ≤ w iff l1−u2 ≤ K and l2−u1 ≤ K and |t1−t2| ≤ w.

In view of the above lemma, the evaluation step given in 4.1
is modified for checking may satisfaction as follows. Let δk

and δl respectively be the thresholds used for the updates of
the two sensors. Then, the intervals of uncertainties on the
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predicted values of these two sensors are [fk(tk)−δk, fk(tk)+
δk] and [fl(tl) − δl, fl(tl) + δl], respectively. Inequalities (1)
and (2) in Section 4.1 (see Figure 2) are simply replaced by
the following inequalities:

a · tk − c · tl + b − d − δk − δl ≤ K

c · tl − a · tk + d − b − δl − δk ≤ K

Now, the must satisfaction is defined. The value of sensor s1

at time t1 and the value of sensor s2 at time t2 must satisfy
(or definitely satisfy) the previous window-join constraint if
|t1 − t2| ≤ w and ∀ x ∈ [l1, u1] and ∀ y ∈ [l2, u2] it is the
case that |x − y| ≤ K. In order for the above condition to
be satisfied it is necessary and sufficient that u2 ≤ l1 + K

and l2 ≥ u1 − K. Note that this condition implies that the
lengths of the two intervals are bounded by 2K. From these
observations, the following lemma is obtained.

Lemma 2: Assume that the uncertainty intervals for the
values v1 and v2 of the sensors s1 and s2 at times t1 and
t2 are given by [l1, u1] and [l2, u2], respectively. Then, they
must satisfy the window-join constraint |v1 − v2| ≤ K and
|t1−t2| ≤ w iff |t1−t2| ≤ w and u2−l1 ≤ K and u1−l2 ≤ K.

Inequalities (1) and (2) in Section 4.1 (see Figure 2) are
simply replaced by the following inequalities for checking
the must satisfaction:

c · tl − a · tk + d − b + δl + δk ≤ K

a · tk − c · tl + b − d + δk + δl ≤ K

5.2 Determining the Probability of a Match
Assuming a certain probability distribution of the real value
v1 ∈ [l1, u1] of a sensor s1 at time t1, the probability of
a match can also be computed. Let V1 denote the random
variable corresponding to the value of s1 at time t1. We
assume that each value within the interval [l1, u1] is equally
possible for V1. So, the real value of sensor s1 is given by
the random variable V1 with the following density function:

PV1
(v1) =



1
u1−l1

if l1 ≤ v1 ≤ u1

0 otherwise

In order to compute the probability of satisfaction of a win-
dow-join constraint for the values v1 and v2 of sensors s1

and s2 at time instants t1 and t2, v2 is considered to be a
random variable V2 whose density function has value 1

u2−l2

within the range [l2, u2] and zero otherwise. Now, a random
variable Z = V1−V2 is defined. Assuming that the variables
are independent, the density function for this new variable
is given by the convolution:

PZ(z) =

Z +∞

−∞

PV2
(z − τ) · PV1

(τ) dτ

Since PV1
(τ) is zero if τ is outside the interval [l1, u1], and

1
u1−l1

otherwise, the following holds good:

PZ(z) =

Z u1

l1

PV2
(z − τ) ·

1

u1 − l1
dτ

Let us assume that u2− l2 ≤ u1− l1; if this is not satisfied v1

and v2 can be interchanged to satisfy this. It is not difficult
to see that (l1 − u2) ≤ (l1 − l2) ≤ (u1 − u2) ≤ (u1 − l2).
It can now be shown that the probability density function
PZ(z) has the shape of a trapezoid and is given as follows,
where D = 1

(u1−l1)·(u2−l2)
:

PZ(z) =

8

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

:

0 if z ≤ l1 − u2

(z − l1 + u2) · D if l1 − u2 ≤ z ≤ l1 − l2
1

u1−l1
if l1 − l2 ≤ z ≤ u1 − u2

(u1 − l2 − z) · D if u1 − u2 ≤ z ≤ u1 − l2
0 if z ≥ u1 − l2

Now, the probability that |Z| ≤ K must be computed. This
is equal to the probability that −K ≤ Z ≤ K, which is:

Z K

−K

PZ(z) dvz

This value depends upon how the values −K and K are
related to the values l1−u2, l1−l2, u1−u2, and u1−l2. Note
that these last four values are in increasing order. A careful
analysis shows that there are only fifteen different possible
ranges of values for K. One extreme is when K ≥ u1 − l2
and −K ≤ l1 − u2; in this case, the above probability is 1
and this corresponds to the must satisfiability. At the other
extreme, K ≤ l1−u2 or −K ≥ u1−l2; in this case, the above
probability (i.e., the probability of satisfaction) is zero. It
is not difficult to see that the complement of this condition
corresponds to the condition of the may satisfaction and in
this case the probability of satisfaction is non-zero. Some
other possible ranges are the following. If u1 − u2 ≤ K ≤
u1 − l2 and −K ≤ l1 − u2, then the above integral and

hence the probability comes out to be 1 − D·(u1−l2−K)2

2
. If

l1−l2 ≤ K ≤ u1−u2 and −K ≤ l1−u2, then the probability
is 2K+u2+l2−2l1

2(u1−l1)
.

For each of the above cases, a set of linear equations can be
set up as given in Section 4.1 after replacing the inequalities
(1) and (2) by those given in Lemma 1, and for those tk

and tl satisfying the system of inequalities the probability
of satisfaction is computed using the expression given above.

In this analysis, we have assumed that the random variables
V1 and V2 are uniformly distributed in their respective in-
tervals, which implies that we have considered uncertainty
in the worst case. Another reasonable assumption is that
they have a bounded normal distribution within their re-
spective intervals; analysis of this case may be more difficult
and could be a subject for future work.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we show some results obtained using the im-
plemented prototype. The experimental settings are sum-
marized in Table 1. In the experiments, the sensors are
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location devices (GPS receivers) attached to objects moving
at 60 mph (about 26.8 m/s) within an area of 10 squared
kilometers. Every object is initialized with a random lo-
cation and an orientation that changes randomly, with a
50% probability, every 10 seconds. Thus, a random mobil-
ity model is considered to generate the datasets. The ob-
jects’ trajectories are precomputed and stored in files to be
readily available in the different experiments. Every moving
object measures its location every three seconds, and com-
municates input tuples (with two values and two prediction
functions based on simple linear extrapolation, for the x and
y coordinates) to the query processor according to the spec-
ified threshold update policy: a threshold of 25 meters with
a minimum of one update every 30 seconds is considered.
The trajectory files are unified into a single trace file that is
processed using the IBM Location Transponder [28], which
assigns threads as needed to meet the deadlines of the loca-
tion updates.

Table 1: Parameters for the experiments
Objects’ speed 60 mph (∼ 26.8 m/s)

GPS sampling rate 3 seconds
Period of angle change 10 seconds
Prob. of angle change 50%

Scenario size 10 squared kilometers
Threshold update policy 25 meters

Max. period update policy (T) 30 seconds
K of the window-join constraint 400 meters
w of the window-join constraint 3 seconds

comp of the window-join constraint “≤”
Validation period 1 second

Duration of the test 3 minutes
Indexing mechanism R-Tree

In the described scenario, each monitoring test is run for
three minutes and new tuples are released into the output
data stream every second (i.e., the validation period, defined
in Section 4.3, is one second). The query that is evaluated
retrieves pairs of objects that are within 400 meters of each
other both in the horizontal and vertical dimensions. For
this, a window-join constraint with K = 400 meters, a com-
parator comp = “ ≤ ”, and a valid-time window w of three
seconds, is considered. The experiments were carried out
on a computer with a 2xDual-Core AMD Opteron proces-
sor running at 2.6 GHz, with 8 GB of RAM, and SunOS
5.10. The Buffer Manager stores tuples in main memory.
The current prototype, implemented in Java, does not use
any specialized solver for systems of linear inequalities. An
R-Tree [16] is used to filter potential matches of an input tu-
ple, previous to the filter step described in Section 4.1 (for
more details, please see [19]).

In the rest of this section, we present experiments that ana-
lyze: 1) the scalability of the query processor, 2) the benefits
of using prediction functions, and 3) the suitability of the
proposed buffer management policy. The accuracy is mea-
sured in terms of precision, recall, and F-measure, adopting
these definitions from the field of Information Retrieval [4].
In order to compute the ideal answer for a given time in-
stant, the last GPS samples of the objects are considered.
We focus on window-join constraints because processing this
type of constraint is more challenging.

6.1 Scalability of the Query Processor
Figure 5 shows the impact of the total number of moving
objects/sensors on the accuracy of the query processor. As

can be seen in the figure, the accuracy is not perfect even in
scenarios with a small number of moving objects, as there is
always some imprecision regarding the values that can be es-
timated using the prediction functions (imprecision allowed
by the threshold update policy). However, it should be em-
phasized that the query processor exhibits a good scalability
when the number of moving objects increases. The slight
performance degradation affects especially the recall, as the
query processor strives to process a large number of input
tuples so as to release new output tuples quickly. However,
a large number of moving objects is needed to challenge a
single monitoring computer. It should also be noted that
a worst-case situation is considered in this experiment, in
the sense that all the input tuples are of the type of value
in which the query is interested (GPS locations). This im-
plies that any new tuple received could, in principle, match
with any other tuple, as all the input tuples are stored in
the same buffer. Besides, as the size of the scenario is fixed,
the object density increases with the number of moving ob-
jects, reducing the efficiency of the R-Tree. Although it is
not shown in the figure, the total query processing time (ac-
cumulated during the whole experiment) increases linearly
with the number of objects (ranging up to about 70 seconds
in a scenario with 1000 objects); considering also a value
constraint decreases this cost dramatically (20 seconds with
1000 objects), as the value constraint is verified before per-
forming the join, saving many tuple comparisons.

Figure 5: Effect of the number of objects: accuracy

6.2 Benefits of Prediction Functions
In this experiment, the accuracy of the approach presented
in this paper is compared with an alternative approach where
no prediction functions are used. In this latter case, the
threshold update policy described in Section 2 is modified
accordingly so as to communicate a new update when the
difference between the current value and the last communi-
cated value exceeds the threshold (estimating values is no
longer possible). The general query processor architecture
is maintained in both cases.

Figure 6 shows how the accuracy of the query processing
is considerably better when prediction functions are used,
except for scenarios with a small number of moving ob-
jects/sensors (< 150). Thus, without prediction functions
the values measured by the sensors cannot be estimated, so
only the values at update-time can be considered accurate.
The decrease in the accuracy of the approach that does not
use prediction functions is explained by a high query pro-
cessing overload, due to the huge increase in the number of
tuples communicated by the moving objects when no pre-
diction functions are used (about 300 tuples per second in a
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scenario with 1000 objects): the Tuple Evaluator is not able
to cope with a very high update rate.

While the use of predictions and the accuracy of the query
processing may be affected by factors such as the speed of the
objects, the threshold of the update policy, the size of the
valid-time window, or the existence of bursts and concept
drifts, we have obtained a good accuracy in a variety of
settings [19].

Figure 6: Benefits of prediction functions

6.3 Buffer Management Policy
In this section, the buffer management policy presented in
Section 4.2.2 is evaluated. For this, a scenario with 300
objects/sensors and a buffer limitation of 325 tuples is con-
sidered. The GPS sampling rate is of one sampling every
second. The period of angle change by a moving object is
set to five seconds with a probability of 75%; in this way, the
rate of input tuples increases considerably, which leads to a
higher competition for the use of the limited space available
in the buffer for the GPS sensors of the moving objects. For
evaluation purposes, the proposed policy (that will be called
in this section discard-min-C, as it tries to maximize the con-
tribution of the tuples stored) is compared with three other
possible policies: 1) discard-if-full, where an incoming tuple
is just discarded if there is no space to store it; 2) discard-
oldest, where the oldest tuple stored is discarded to leave
space for the incoming tuple; and 3) discard-randomly, where
a victim is selected randomly. Like in the proposed pol-
icy (see Section 4.2.2), existing tuples are used “to cover
the gaps” (time intervals for which an accurate prediction
function is not available due to removals), except with the
discard-if-full policy. Doing this with the discard-if-full pol-
icy would mean that purging would never have an oppor-
tunity to discard tuples, as their IAPFs would never fall
outside the buffer window, which would have a very nega-
tive effect on the precision of the query processor when using
that policy.

Figure 7 shows the recall achieved by the different policies
for different values of the valid-time window. The policy pro-
posed in this paper (discard-min-C) clearly achieves the best
recall, the second best policy is to discard the oldest tuple,
the third best policy is to discard tuples randomly, and fi-
nally the worst policy is to discard incoming tuples while the
buffer is full (i.e., until some stored tuples are purged by the
Buffer Manager). Similar conclusions are obtained by ana-
lyzing the precision (for the sake of clarity, not shown in the
figure), although in this case the precision of discard-min-C
and discard-oldest is very similar. Thus, the advantage of
discard-min-C over discard-oldest is a significant increase in
the recall (at the expense of a slightly higher processing cost

due to the need of computing the contributions of tuples
and keeping them up-to-date). It is also remarkable that,
in this experiment, the accuracy (in terms of both precision
and recall) of the proposed policy is in every case less than
1% worse than in a situation where there is no buffer size
limitation (this ideal situation increases only the F-measure
in about 0.85% on average). We have performed other ex-
periments simulating delayed incoming tuples, and similar
conclusions can be drawn.

Figure 7: Comparison of different buffer policies

7. RELATED WORK
Due to its importance, minimizing the size and number of
transmissions in sensor networks has been the focus of many
works (e.g., see [29, 30]). In relation to this problem, there
are several works that (as we do) propose to use predictions
in the context of data streams:

• The most relevant work is [24], which also advocates
the use of predictors to minimize the communication
costs in a sensor network. The authors of that work
study several prediction techniques, all of them based
on linear functions. A similar idea is proposed in [21],
where a Kalman filter is specifically chosen among the
linear estimation methods. However, these works do
not focus on query processing issues.

• In [14], the basic assumption is that in many con-
texts the readings of nearby sensors are correlated.
Therefore, the authors propose to analyze the exist-
ing spatio-temporal correlations to compute prediction
models in networks with static sensors. However, how
to efficiently process the data received from sensors to
answer different types of queries is out of the scope of
their work. Therefore, this work is complementary to
ours. There are other works that also exploit correla-
tions among sensors’ values (e.g., [10, 30]).

• Another interesting work is [20], where Kalman filters
are used to adjust dynamically the sampling rate of
sensors: sensors for which the prediction error is higher
will sample at a higher rate. The main disadvantage
is that unexpected events between samplings cannot
be detected, which may be a problem if the sampling
interval is large. This is also a complementary work
to ours: it could be used with our query processor to
dynamically adjust the sampling rate of the sensors.

• Probabilistic models are used in [11] to capture cor-
relations among sensors so as to provide more robust
interpretations of sensor readings and optimize their
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acquisition. Its ultimate goal is similar to ours: to
reduce energy consumption and processing overload.
However, the approach is different, as it focuses on
data acquisition in a pull-based query model. Thus,
for example, continuous queries or window-join con-
straints are not considered.

Regarding the query constraints handled by the proposed
query processor, some relevant works are worth mentioning:

• In [17], time window constraints are used to limit the
sets of sensor tuples that can be matched for a query,
and a mechanism to process multi-way joins is pro-
posed. However, the authors focus on a different prob-
lem (tracking the motion of a moving object) and their
technique requires the specification of the names of the
individual sensors involved in the join, so they must be
known in advance.

• Also in the context of moving objects, CAMEL (Con-
tinuous Active Monitor Engine for Location-based Ser-
vices) [7, 8] is a location stream database with a loca-
tion management engine to support intelligent location
aware services. It supports unary and binary moving
objects triggers, which can be seen as a special case
of the value and window-join constraints that we con-
sider. However, it does not deal with prediction func-
tions or temporal conditions. Moreover, as in [17], the
objects of interest must be referenced in the query.

• In [6], the Dynamic Time Warping distance is consid-
ered, such that a point in a time series can be aligned
with multiple points of another time series in different
(previous or later) temporal positions. So, although
the context of that work is different (the goal there is
to compare time series), the importance of taking into
account temporal shifts is also highlighted (as with
the possibility to specify a valid-time window in the
window-join constraints proposed in this paper).

• Finally, it is also interesting to mention that different
types of sliding windows have been proposed in the lit-
erature (e.g., time-based or tuple-based windows [2]),
which can be considered as complementary to the pro-
posal presented in this paper: such windows should be
considered when extracting the tuples from the buffers
for query processing and also as an additional criteria
to purge old tuples from the buffers.

To conclude, [1] is a recent relevant work that also advocates
implementing query operators by solving equation systems
derived from piecewise polynomial models. The main focus
of such work is on query validation. A technique called query
inversion is proposed to translate an accuracy requirement
on the output tuples into an accuracy requirement on the
input tuples. An accuracy validation drives the proposed on-
line predictive query processing: only input tuples that may
cause a change in the result are processed. An important
difference between our proposal and this and other works
described in this section is that we define a complete query
processor architecture for handling data streams with pre-
diction functions, studying all the issues affecting the query
processing, from the sensors to the clients.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have described a query processor for han-
dling data streams with prediction functions in a network
of sensors. The use of prediction functions allows to mini-
mize communications from the sensors, which is an impor-
tant concern due to energy and bandwidth limitations, and
it also allows an efficient query processing.

Although the use of predictions has been already proposed
in the literature of data streams, and some works such as [21,
24] compare different prediction techniques, no other work
focuses on query processing aspects. The proposed incre-
mental query processing approach detects all the answers,
adapts to different types of clients (e.g., a trigger processing
module that reacts to certain events, or a sampling mod-
ule that presents periodically a snapshot of the answer to
a user), and allows the processing of predicted future re-
sults. Two types of interesting constraints are considered,
with an emphasis on window-join constraints, that have not
been considered so far in other works. An appropriate buffer
management policy, that takes into account the contribution
of the prediction functions contained in the tuples, has also
been proposed. Moreover, uncertainty issues are managed
by supporting may and must queries and tagging the output
tuples with a probability of satisfaction. The experiments
performed show the interest of our proposal.

As future work, some aspects of the proposed query proces-
sor could be optimized. There is a wide variety of proposals
in the literature focusing on optimization issues for query
processing (join re-ordering for queries with more than two
inputs, sharing computation across similar queries, etc.) and
some of them could probably be adopted in our approach.
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